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  Tiger Wild Gwen Millward,2020-06-30 Sometimes
feelings can go wild. . . Lily is a little girl
with big emotions. And sometimes she can't keep
herself from acting out and being naughty. Or
rather, her imaginary friend, Tiger, is the
naughty one. So when Tiger convinces her to run
away, they have a blast stomping and jumping and
going wild. But what is Lily to do when their
adventure starts to feel a bit too wild? Tiger
Wild gently illustrates how sometimes we all need
a little help when certain feelings are hard to
express. For there is a time to be wild and a time
to be mild.
  Mr. Tiger Goes Wild Peter Brown,2013-09-03 Are
you bored with being so proper? Do you want to
have more fun? Mr. Tiger knows exactly how you
feel. So he decides to go wild. But does he go too
far? From Caldecott Honor artist Peter Brown comes
a story that shows there's a time and place for
everything...even going wild.
  Wild Tiger Wind Gayle Buck,1999
  THE EYE OF TIGER Dr. C.H.
Basappanavar,2021-02-14 Have you ever touched the
whiskers of a wild tiger? Here is a man, who had
an appointment with a striped lady, the tigress
along with cubs at her heels, spending
breathtaking time over the entire moonlit night!
It was as though he had an affair with the
tigress; according to him, there was neither sin
nor shame! Read, how secret telepathic
conversations between the man and the striped lady
went on through the night. The presentation in the
book is woven around unknown secrets of the world
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of tigers to the human world. Tigers are wild by
nature and hunters by instinct. When you are lucky
to spot one in the wild, maintain pin-drop silence
and enjoy the creation of Nature-God. This is the
crux of The Eye of Tiger, which signifies
extraordinary perceptions, be it the tiger tribe
or human society. Readers, please remember, tigers
are not human models one would expect to walk the
ramp! Head out for an early morning safari in
search of a tiger in a nearby tiger reserve with a
trained eye and ear to spot one and shoot him, if
you can, with your camera and take home green
memories, nothing else. Happy reading!
  Ride the Wild Tiger Ruth Tearle,2000
  Tigers In Red Weather Ruth Padel,2009-05-26
Poet, writer, and descendant of Charles Darwin,
Ruth Padel set out to visit a tropical jungle and
wildlife sanctuary in India-- and her visit turned
into a remarkable two-year journey through eleven
countries in search of that most elusive and most
beautiful animal: the tiger. Armed with her
grandmother's opera glasses and Tunisian running
shoes, she set off across Asia to ask the
question: can the tiger be saved from extinction
in the wild? Tigers are an umbrella species, they
need everything in the forest to work in tandem:
they eat deer, the deer need vegetation, the
vegetation has to be pollinated by birds, mammals,
rodents and butterflies. If you save the tiger,
you save everything else. Today, the 5,000 tigers
that still survive in the wild live only in Asia
and are scattered throughout 14 countries. Padel
says that while tigers will never become extinct-
they are too popular for that-they may disappear
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from the wild. There are as many tigers in cages
in the US as there are surviving tigers in the
wild. As she travels she meets the defenders of
the wild-the heroic scientists, forest guards and
conservationists at the frontline, fighting to
save tigers and their forests from destruction in
the places where poverty threatens to wipe out all
wildlife. She also examines her fascination (both
as a poet and as the great-great-granddaughter of
Charles Darwin) with nature, wildness and survival
and in the end, becomes a knowledgeable advocate
for the tiger. The result is a beautiful blend of
natural history, travel literature and memoir, and
a searing, intimate portrait of an animal we have
loved and feared almost to extinction.
  Blood of the Tiger J. A. Mills,2015-01-06 Blood
of the Tiger takes readers on a wild ride to save
one of the world’s rarest animals from a band of
Chinese billionaires. Many people think wild
tigers are on the road to recovery, but they are
in greater danger than ever—from a menace few
experts saw coming. There may be only three
thousand wild tigers left in the entire world.
More shocking is the fact that twice that
many—some six thousand—have been bred on farms,
not for traditional medicine but to supply a
luxury-goods industry that secretly sells tiger-
bone wine, tiger-skin décor, and exotic cuisine
enjoyed by China’s elite. Two decades ago,
international wildlife investigator J. A. Mills
went undercover to expose bear farming in China
and discovered the plot to turn tigers into
nothing more than livestock. Thus begins the story
of a personal crusade in which Mills mobilizes
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international forces to awaken the world to a
conspiracy so pervasive that it threatens every
last tiger in the wild. In this memoir of triumph,
heartbreak, and geopolitical intrigue, Mills and a
host of heroic comrades try to thwart a Chinese
cadre’s plan to launch billion-dollar industries
banking on the extinction of not just wild tigers
but also elephants and rhinos. Her journey takes
her across Asia, into the jungles of India and
Nepal, to Russia and Africa, traveling by means
from elephant back to presidential motorcade, in
the company of man-eaters, movie stars, and world
leaders. She finds reason for hope in the
increasing number of Chinese who do not want the
blood of the last wild tigers to stain their
beloved culture and motherland. Set against the
backdrop of China’s ascendance to world dominance,
Blood of the Tiger tells of a global fight to rein
in the forces of greed on behalf of one of the
world’s most treasured and endangered animals.
From the Hardcover edition.
  Fight for the Tiger Michael Day,1996 Michael Day
used to run a successful advertising agency until
a chance encounter with a wild tiger in Thailand
changed his life forever. He has founded the Tiger
Trust, to reveal the trade in tiger parts. This is
the story of his struggle
  Saving Wild Tigers, 1900-2000 Valmik Thapar,2006
  The Vanishing Tiger Vivek R. Sinha,2003 For time
immemorial, the tiger has been an object of awe,
reverence, and superstition. Its strength and
ferocity are proverbial, its presence
overpowering. Today, the tiger faces extinction.
In the last century, it has dwindled from a
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population of 100,000 to barely 6,000. Out of 8
subspecies, 3 have become extinct in the last 60
years. Now, The Vanishing Tiger offers a rare look
at the history and way of life of an endangered
animal. Featuring 200 color photos, this is an
essential book for anyone concerned about the
future of our planet’s wildlife. Vivek R. Sinha is
a former Secretary to the Government of India. Now
a professional photographer, he and his wife Arati
have spent the last two decades photographing the
tiger in the wild.
  Riding the Tiger John Seidensticker,Peter
Jackson,Sarah Christie,1999-02-08 Beauty, grace
and power make the tiger one of the world's most
loved animals, yet it is precisely these qualities
that have been its downfall. Poaching for skins
and body parts, loss of habitat and prey and
conflicts between people and wild tigers have
caused catastrophic declines in tiger numbers
throughout their range. If wild tigers are to
survive through the next century, we must act now.
Riding the Tiger is a comprehensive, scientific
and eminently readable account of the problems and
possible solutions of securing a future for wild
tigers. Lavishly illustrated in full colour, it is
written by leading conservationists working
throughout Asia. It is a vital information
resource for tiger conservationists in the field,
necessary reading for serious students of
carnivore conservation and conservation biologists
in general, and an accessible overview of tiger
conservation for general readers.
  Threat to the Bengal Tiger Claire
O'Neal,2020-02-04 Before the 1900s, hundreds of
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thousands of wild tigers roamed Southeast Asia.
Their beauty, fierceness, and intelligence
inspired fear and awe in their human neighbors.
These peoples gave the tiger starring roles in
folktales and mythology. Human fascination with
tigers continues. Unfortunately, the tiger may not
survive in the wild much longer. Researchers
estimate that fewer than 2,500 tigers remain in
their natural habitat. As the human population
explodes in Southeast Asia, the wild tiger
population pays the price. Can the wild tiger be
saved by its only natural enemy, �people?
  Of Tigers and Men Richard Ives,2012-12-05 We
have entered the age of extinction. Soon many of
the animal kingdom’s most extraordinary creatures
will no longer roman free, hunted and hounded out
of existence—including one of its most magnificent
denizens, the wild tiger. It was this sobering
realization of impending tragedy that inspired
naturalist and safari leader Richard Ives to
embark on a stirring adventure and spiritual
journey across India, Nepal, and Southeast
Asia—meeting enigmatic wanderers and crusading
“tiger men” as he made his way through some of the
planet’s most breathtaking but diminishing wild
places. For there he hoped to achieve a dangerous,
great and perhaps foolhardy goal before dire
circumstances and human greed rendered it
unattainable: to enter the last natural domain of
the tiger, unarmed and on food…and to confront the
majestic beast face-to-face, eye-to-eye. Of Tigers
and Men is an exceptional real-life adventure
story—one of those rare and remarkable books that
can honestly change the way we see our world.
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  20 Ways to Track a Tiger E-Book Carol J.
Amore,2014-11-07 Wildly authentic, incredibly
intriguing! 20 Ways To Track A Tiger draws you
into the tiger’s world to experience all its
senses as the prime predator in the Indian jungle.
It’s non-stop fascination and fun exploring this
e-book. Tigers are extremely endangered and we
would be tragically diminished should they
disappear. Their legend lives on through this
landmark interactive innovation.” Glenn Close,
Noted Actress and Producer 20 Ways To Track A
Tiger is a new multi-sensory e-book experience
immersed in a story about the survival of a wild
Bengal tigress and her two cubs in the Indian
jungle documented from a real wild tiger film
expedition led by a woman explorer, filmmaker and
author, Carol Amore. It’s high tech and high
touch. Tiger videos, photo galleries, filmmaker
notes, original music, tiger and jungle sound
effects are all part of this discovery journey as
one travels through each of theseunique e-book’s
interactive chapters. While in the tiger’s
territory, identifying the tracks of the tiger,
listening to wildlife alarm calls, predicting the
travels of the tigress and anticipating its
hunting techniques are some of the tiger tracker
skills learned through exciting photographs,
meaningful captions and story-driven writing.
These authentic photographs pull the reader deeper
into the world of the tigress and cubs life
together. The Filmmaker’s Notes takes the
adventure to a new level of discovery about
filming tigers by learning their special sight,
hearing, hunting and physical characteristics as
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part of keeping alert to capture the best
behaviors to show the tiger’s daily life. The
award-winning TIGERS-Tracking a Legend film
footagefrom the Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve in
Madhya Pradesh is also woven within this e-book.
  Tiger Wild Gwen Millward,2020-06-30 Sometimes
feelings can go wild. . . Lily is a little girl
with big emotions. And sometimes she can't keep
herself from acting out and being naughty. Or
rather, her imaginary friend, Tiger, is the
naughty one. So when Tiger convinces her to run
away, they have a blast stomping and jumping and
going wild. But what is Lily to do when their
adventure starts to feel a bit too wild? Tiger
Wild gently illustrates how sometimes we all need
a little help when certain feelings are hard to
express. For there is a time to be wild and a time
to be mild.
  The Life and Death of Kid Curry Gary A.
Wilson,2015-10-15 Harvey Kid Curry Logan was an
outlaw, gunfighter and infamous member of the
Butch Cassidy gang. With more than fifteen
killings attributed to him, and given his
involvement in the Butch Cassidy gang, Kid Curry
was as renowned a figure as you were likely to
find west of the Mississippi. Short of stature yet
enormous in reputation, after Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid fled for South America, Logan
became the most wanted outlaw in the United
States. He was finally captured--only to escape
from his Tennessee prison in 1903. Until now
little has been readily known about the man
nicknamed the tiger of the wild bunch. With unique
access to the research, author Gary Wilson deftly
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separates fact from fiction, providing readers
with a complete and authoritative biography.
  Wild Tigers of Bandhavgarh Iain Green,2002 A
beautifully photographed and intimate portrait of
a group of wild Bengal tigers, one of the world's
favourite animals. Compiled by acclaimed wildlife
photographer Iain Green during his field
observations in Bandhavgarh over five years, this
book and its colour photographs tells the true
story of four generations of a family, documenting
the successes and harsh realities of its lives.
Central to the book are the three male cubs of the
elusive tigress, Bachchi. First observed as young
cubs, despite considerable adversity, Bachchi's
boys have grown into successful territorial males
and have recently become fathers.
  The Eye of Tiger: Discover Untold Secrets of the
World of Tigers! C H Basappanavar,2021-01-29 Have
you ever touched the whiskers of a wild tiger?
Here is a man, who had an appointment with a
striped lady, the tigress along with cubs at her
heels, spending breathtaking time over the entire
moonlit night! It was as though he had an affair
with the tigress; according to him, there was
neither sin nor shame! Read, how secret telepathic
conversations between the man and the striped lady
went on through the night. The presentation in the
book is woven around unknown secrets of the world
of tigers to the human world. Tigers are wild by
nature and hunters by instinct. When you are lucky
to spot one in the wild, maintain pin-drop silence
and enjoy the creation of Nature-God. This is the
crux of The Eye of Tiger, which signifies
extraordinary perceptions, be it the tiger tribe
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or human society. Readers, please remember, tigers
are not human models one would expect to walk the
ramp! Head out for an early morning safari in
search of a tiger in a nearby tiger reserve with a
trained eye and ear to spot one and shoot him, if
you can, with your camera and take home green
memories, nothing else. Happy reading!
  The Tiger and the Pangolin Christopher Reed
Coggins,2002-09-30 This original and wide-ranging
work examines historical perceptions of nature in
China and the relationship between insider and
outsider, state and village, top-down conservation
policy and community autonomy. After an
introduction to the history of wildlife
conservation and nature reserve management in
China, the book places recent tiger conservation
efforts in the context of a two-thousand-year
gazetteer of tiger attacks--the longest running
documentation of human-wildlife encounters for any
region in the world. This record offers a unique
perspective on the history of the tiger as a
dynamic force in the political culture of China.
While the tiger has long been identified with
political authority, the Chinese pangolin and its
earthly magic have exerted a powerful influence in
the everyday lives of those working and living in
the fields and forests. Today the tiger and the
pangolin, government officials and village
communities, must work together closely if
wildlife habitat conservation programs are to
succeed. Extensive fieldwork in the Meihuashan
Nature Reserve and other protected areas of
western Fujian have led the author to advocate a
landscape ecological approach to habitat
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conservation. By linking economic development to
land use practices, he makes a strong case for
integrating nature conservation efforts with land
tenure and other socio-ecological issues in China
and beyond.
  Tiger Country Stephen J Bodio,2017-11-14 Rancher
Juan Aragon has begun to revive the Pleistocene,
and everyone must pay the bill. In the high
country of southern New Mexico, home of the oldest
wilderness and the biggest roadless area in the
lower 48, ghosts are stirring, waking shadows of
things that haven’t been seen for a hundred years.
Reports of iconic beasts and mysterious carcasses
filter down from the mountains, while something
the newspapers call The Bosque Bigfoot is killing
cows down by the Rio Grande. Soon the world’s
attention will be fastened on the wildlands of New
Mexico, as more than the fate of a single native
species is at stake. In his first novel, acclaimed
natural history and travel writer Stephen J Bodio,
whose 1988 memoir Querencia depicted the landscape
and ways of southern New Mexico, and gave many
readers their first glimpse of this faraway
country, imagines the rebirth of big predators
like the grizzlies and jaguar, in his own back
yard. All too often discussions of re-wilding are
abstract, with little thought for their unfolding
in the real world, as though the country were a
park. In Tiger Country, the effects are real. As
viewpoints and people collide, the media,
ranchers, naturalists, activists, politicians, and
ordinary people must take their stands in the real
world, not just in theory. Respectful of all the
actors, especially the non-human ones, and in debt
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to none, Bodio shows the heartbreak of unintended
consequences. At times suspenseful, lyrical, hair-
raising, and even funny it is a worthy fiction
debut, and Bodio is uniquely qualified to tell it.
Biologist, falconer, dog breeder, literary critic,
and hunter, born in Boston but a rural New Mexico
resident for almost forty years, he knows the
wildlife, people, and cultures of his chosen
Querencia. Malcolm Brooks, author of Painted
Horses, says: Steve Bodio brings his legendary
Renaissance vision to this startling first novel,
a work so mammoth in scope and elegant in
execution it makes me wish he’d been writing
fiction all along. Recalling the edgy best of Ed
Abbey and Jim Harrison, and reminiscent of James
Carlos Blake’s contemporary border noir, Tiger
Country throws modern heroic renegades into the
gravitational pull of the ancient past, to
encounter the origins of the human condition.

As recognized, adventure as capably as experience
nearly lesson, amusement, as with ease as
understanding can be gotten by just checking out a
ebook Wild Tiger also it is not directly done, you
could put up with even more all but this life,
vis--vis the world.

We manage to pay for you this proper as capably as
easy exaggeration to get those all. We provide
Wild Tiger and numerous book collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way. along
with them is this Wild Tiger that can be your
partner.
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Circus of Dr.
Lao The novel
is set in the
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fictional town
of Abalone,
Arizona. A
circus owned by
a Chinese man
named Dr. Lao
pulls into town
one day,
carrying
legendary
creatures ...
The Circus of
Dr. Lao by
Charles G.
Finney The
circus unfolds,
spinning
magical, dark
strands that
ensnare the
town's the sea
serpent's tale
shatters love's
illusions; the
fortune-
teller's
shocking ...
The Circus of
Dr. Lao Charles
Finney's short
novel has a
picaresque feel
to it. The
circus owned

and run by Dr
Lao is full of
the strangest
creatures
you'll ever
meet, some
(many) ... 7
Faces of Dr.
Lao (1964) A
mysterious
circus comes to
a western town
bearing wonders
and characters
that entertain
the inhabitants
and teach
valuable
lessons. The
Circus of Dr.
Lao The circus
unfolds,
spinning
magical, dark
strands that
ensnare the
town's
populace: the
sea serpent's
tale shatters
love's
illusions; the
fortune-
teller's ...

The circus of
Dr. Lao
"Planned by
Claire Van
Vliet at the
Janus Press"--
Colophon.
Limited ed. of
2000 copies,
signed by the
designer/illust
rator. Newman &
Wiche. the
circus of
doctor lao V617
Circus of Dr.
Lao by Finney,
Charles G. and
a great
selection of
related books,
art and
collectibles
available now
at
AbeBooks.com.
The Circus of
Dr. Lao and
Other
Improbable
Stories The
Circus of Dr.
Lao and Other
Improbable
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Stories was an
anthology of
fantasy stories
edited by Ray
Bradbury and
published in
1956. Many of
the stories
had ...
Literature /
The Circus of
Doctor Lao
Circus of
Magic: A circus
owned by a
Chinese man
named Dr. Lao
pulls into town
one day,
carrying
legendary

creatures from
all areas of
mythology and
legend, ...
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